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Abstract 
In this paper we study a two point boundary value problem for a nonlinear second order integro-differential equation 
of Fredholm type by using upper and lower solutions. Then we apply our results to investigate some higher order 
boundary value problems. 
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I. Introduction 
Several authors have employed the method of upper and lower solutions to study some problems 
involving integro-differential equations recently (see, for instance, [1-4]). It is worth emphasizing 
their application to reduce the order of certain higher order problems. We shall show in this paper 
some new situations in this way. 
We shall divide this paper into three sections besides the present one. In Section 2, following the 
ideas of [3, 7], we obtain an integral representation, analogous to Green's functions, for the 
solutions of the following linear integro-differential problem: 
- u"(t) + m2u(t) = N[Ku]( t )  + a(t), te l ,  
(1) 
u(a) = A, u(b) = B, 
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where I = [a, b], A, B, m, N ~ R, a ~ C(I) and 
[Ku] ( t )  = f l  k(t,s)u(s)ds, k~C( J ) ,  J = I x I .  (2) 
Next we obtain a maximum principle by studying the sign of the functions that appear in such 
a representation. 
In Section 3, we apply the results of the previous section to obtain a result of existence and 
approximation for the following nonlinear boundary value problem: 
- -  u"(t) =f( t ,u( t ) ,  [Ku](t)), te I ,  
(3) 
u(a) = A, u(b) = B, 
where fe  C(I x ~2, ~). 
For it, we shall employ the concepts of upper and lower solutions for this problem and we shall 
use the monotone iterative technique (see [5]). We shall finish this section with several examples 
that show some applications and comments about our results. 
Finally, in Section 4, we present some examples. The first one is a boundary value problem for 
a fourth order ordinary differential equation. We transform it into a second order integro- 
differential equation with continuous kernel. Another example is a third order ordinary differential 
equation, but in this case we get an integro differential equation with discontinuous kernel. Thus, 
the results presented in this paper are not applicable and it is obvious that further study is 
necessary. 
2. Linear integro-differential equations 
In this section we obtain several results for the problem (1). For it, we shall first study some 
aspects of the following linear problem for a second order ordinary differential equation: 
-- u"(t) + m2u(t) = a(t), tE[a,b] ,  
(4) 
u(a) = A, u(b) = B, 
where m > 0 and a~C( I ) ,  I = [a,b]. 
Note that one can think of (1) as a linear integral perturbation of (4) since for N = 0 in (1) we 
obtain (4). 
Problem (4) has a unique solution given by 
u(t) = I b G(t,s)a(s)ds + h(t ,A,B),  (5) 
3.  
a( t ,  s) = 
where 
cosh[m(b - a - t + s)] - cosh[m(b + a - t - s)]. 
2m senh [m(b - a)] 
cosh[m(b - a + t - s)] - cosh[m(b + a - t - s)]. 
2m senh[m(b - a)] 
a <~ s <~ t <~ b 
a <<. t <<. s <~ b 
(6) 
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and 
1 
h(t, A, B) = senh[m(b - a)] (B senh[m(t - a)] + A senh[m(b - t)]). (7) 
It is not difficult to compute the extremal values of G. They are given by 
rain G(t,s)=O, (8) 
(t,s)~Ixl 
- 1 + cosh[m(b - a)] 
max G(t,s)= (9) 
(~,s)~1 × i 2m senh[m(b - a)] 
Also it will be useful to consider the following function: 
l~(t) = f l  G(t,s)ds, t~[a,b]. (10) 
For  it, observe that the solution of the linear problem 
- u"(t) + m2u(t) = 1, u(a) = u(b) = 1/m z, 
is u(t) = 1/m 2, t ~ [a, b]. 
On the other hand, in view of (5), such a solution admits the following expression: 
u(t) = f l  G(t, s) ds + h(t, 1/m 2, 1/mE). 
Thus we may conclude that 
#(t) = ~-~ - h t, ,m2 . (11) 
One can see that # is a nonnegative function in [a, b] and that it reaches its max imum value for 
t -- (a t b)/2, being 
(~_~)  1 { 2senh(m(b--a)/2)~ 
max #(t) = p = ~-~ 1 - (12) 
~[a, bl senh[m(b - a)] J" 
Now we are in a position to enunciate the following result of existence and uniqueness for (1). 
Theorem 2.1. Let 
m 2 senh[m(b - a)] 
c = c(m, N, a, b) = [N l(b - a) {senh[m(b - a)] - 2 senh[m(b - a)/2] } (13) 
and assume that 
[[k[Ioo < c. 
Then problem (1) has a unique solution u ~ C2(I). 
(14) 
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Proof. Observe that u is a solution of (1) if and only if 
fl u(t) = G(t,s){a(s) + N[Ku] (s )}ds  + h(t ,A,B) ,  (15) 
where G and h are the functions defined by (6) and (7). For A and B fixed, we define the operator 
S:C( I )  ~ C(I)  by 
[Su](t)  = R( t ,s )u(s )ds ,  
where 
w(t) = G(t ,s)a(s)ds + h(t ,A,B) ,  
and 
R(t, s) = N G(t ,r)k(r ,s)dr.  
An application of Fubini's theorem shows that problem (1) is equivalent to the abstract equation 
u = w + Su. Therefore u is a solution of (1) if and only if it is a fixed point for the operator 
T:C( I )  ~ C(I)  defined by Tu = w + Su. 
Now, for u,v~ C(I), 
II Tu -- Tv IIo~ -- II Su - Sv  Iloo ~ max I b lR ( t ,  s) [u(s) -- v(s)]lds. (16) 
te l  da 
Taking into account inequality (14) and using the function p defined by (10) and its maximum 
value calculated in (12), we obtain 
1 
IIRIIo~ ~< INI Ilkll~ max/~(t) = d <- -  (17) 
t~ b --a" 
From (16) and (17), we have: 
n Tu - TvHo~ ~ (b - a)dnu - v]]o~, 
with (b- a)d < 1. Now Banach fixed point theorem assures the existence and uniqueness of 
solution for (1). [] 
Remark 2.2. The expression given by (14) is quite complicated, but it is easy to verify that 
senh[m(b - a)] - 2senh[m(b - a)/2] 
0~< ~<1, 
senh[m(b - a)] 
and therefore a simpler condition to assure the existence and uniqueness of solution for (1) is 
I lkl l~ < m2/[ IN[  (b - a)]. 
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Now, using Picard's iterative method we know that for any Uo e C(I), the sequence given by 
u, = Tun-1,  n >~ 1, converges to the unique solution given by Theorem 2.1. Now, taking u0 = w 
and using Fubini's theorem, we get that 
u~(t) = w(t) + Qn(t,s)h(s)ds + F~(t,s)a(s)ds, 
where 
and 
F~(t, s) = Q.(t,r)G(r,  s)dr 
n 
Q.(t,s) = ~ R~O(t, s). 
i=1  
Here 
R(°(t,s) = Rt i - l~(t , r )R(r ,s)dr ,  i >~ 2, 
are the iterated kernels of R, R ~1~ -- R. 
Now, in view of (17), we have 
I lell~ = d < 1/(b - a). 
Thus, II R"~II~ ~< [d(b -a ) ] i - ld ,  and the series ~= o R<° is convergent to a function Q ~ C(J). 
Thus, {Fn}n converges in C(J)  to the function F given by 
F( t , s )= Q(t ,r )G(r ,s)dr ,  ( t ,s)eJ .  
Now, passing to the limit, we obtain that u is given by the relation 
u(t) = h(t) + fl Q(t,s)h(s)ds + fl H(t,s)~(s)ds, (18) 
where h(t) = h(t, A, B) is the function defined by (7) and H = F + G, G being the Green function 
defined by (6). 
Now, using the expression (18) and the fact that the function G is nonnegative in J, one can easily 
prove the following maximum principle for the problem (1): 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that 11 kl[o~ < c, where c is the constant given by (14). Denote by u the unique 
solution of  (1). I f  A >~ O, B >>. O, N" k >>. 0 on J and a >>. 0 on 1, then u >1 0 on I. 
3. Main results 
In this section we shall study the problem (3). First of all, we shall give the notions of upper and 
lower solutions for it. 
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Definition 3.1. By a lower solution of (3) we mean a function ~ C2( I )  satisfying 
- ct"(t) <.f(t ,  ct(t), [Ka]  (t)), te l ,  
~(0) <~ A, or(b) <~ B. 
(19) 
(20) 
Lemma 3.2. Let  f ~ C( I  x ~2, ~) and consider the integro-differential equation 
- u"(t) =f ( t ,u ( t ) ,  [Ku]  (t)), tE I  = [a,b], (21) 
Let  cz, f lEC2( I )  with ~ <<. fl on I. Then there exists a constant C = C(~,fl, f ) ,  C > O, such that any 
solution u of(21) with ct <<. u <<. fl on I satisfies lu'(t)l ~< C, t~ I .  
Proof. Denote by 2 the following real constant: 
• } 1 Imax (0- • 
2=2(c~, f l ) -b  - a t  t~1 
By using the mean value theorem, we find a point to e I  such that u(b) - u(a) = u'(to)(b - a). 
Then we have 
l u(b) - u(a)l 
[u'(to)] = b - a ~< 2. 
S ince fand  K are cont inuous and u~ [a, fl], we may choose a constant C* = C*(~,fl, f )  > 0 such 
that for each t ~ I, 
lu"(t) l = I f(t,  u(t), [gu]  (t)l ~< C*. 
Choose C > max {2, x /2 g + 2C '2(b  - a)}. 
Suppose that I u'(t)l > C for some t ~ I. Then we can find two points tl ,  t2 E I, tl < t2, such that 
one of the following situations occurs: 
(i) u'(t l)  = 2, u'(t2) = C, 2 < u'(t) < C on (t~,t2). 
(ii) u'(t l)  = C, u'(tz) = 2, 2 < u'(t) < C on (t l , t2).  
(iii) u'(t~) = - C, u'(t2) = - 2, - C < u'(t) < - 2 on (tl,t2). 
(iv) u'(tl) = - 2, u'(t2) = - -  C, - C < u' ( t )  < - ~ on (tl,t2). 
We shall consider the case (i). Thus we have 
t, ~ as < ,, ~ as <~ t, u'(s)ds = u(t2) - u(t l )  
Analogously, we define an upper solution by reversing the previous inequalities. 
If 0~ ~< fl on I, we shall denote by [0q fl] the following set of functions: 
= <. u(t) t I}. 
In order to develop the monotone  iterative method for the problem (3), we shall need the following 
result. 
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and 
f t~ _ u,,(s)u,(s)d s 1 2 C 2 C2 - 22 '1 C* = 2--C-;12 - 1 -  2C-------W- 
Therefore, u(t2) - u(t l ) /> (C 2 _ 22)/2C,, and this fact contradicts the definition of C. 
In the rest of the cases we may obtain a contradict ion in an analogous way. []  
Now we can prove our main results. 
Theorem 3.3. Let s, fl be a lower and an upper solution of(3) respectively. Suppose that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) s <, fl on I. 
(ii) k >~ O on J. 
(iii) There exist two constants m > O, N > O, M = m 2, such that 
f ( t ,u ,v )  - f ( t ,x ,y )  >>. - M(u  - x) + N(v  - y), whenever te l ,  
s(t)<<.x<~u<~fl(t)  and [Ks]  (t) <<. y <. v ~ [Kfl]  (t). 
(iv) Ilklll  < c. 
Then there exist two monotone sequences {s,}, {ft.} with So = s <<. s.  <<. ft. <~ flo = fl, for every 
n s ~ that converge uniformly to the minimal and maximal solutions of (3) on [s, fl] respectively. 
Proofi The conclusions of Theorem 2.1 allows us to define the operator 
4: c2(I) 
where 4(t/) = u is the unique solution of the following second order linear problem: 
- u"(t) + m2u(t) = N[Ku]  (t) + a(t), u(a) = A, u(b) = B, 
with a(t) = a,(t) = m2q(t) - i [Kq]  (t) + f( t ,  rl(t), [Kt/] (t)). 
Now we define the sequences {s,}, {ft,}, by So = s; flo = fl; s ,+ i  = 4s , ;  /~n+l = 4~n, n >/0. 
We shall prove the following properties for 4: 
(a) s ..< tt s ..< 4tt 3. 
(b) r/i ~< q2 ~ 4th ~< 4r/2. 
(22) 
Proof of (a): 
obtain 
and 
Let v = 4t / -  s. Taking into account hat s is a lower solution of(3) and using (iii), we 
- v"(t) + m2v(t) - N[Kv]  (t) 
>~ mZ(t/(t) - s(t)) - N[K( t l  - ~)] (t) +f( t ,  tl(t), [Kq]  (t)) 
- - f ( t ,  o~(t), [Ks ]  (t))/> 0 
v(a)=A-s (a )>~O,  v (b)=B-s (b)~>O.  
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Then, using Theorem 2.3, we may conclude that v >/0 on I and therefore ~ ~< (orb 
In an analogous way, one can see that (0t/~</3. [] 
Proof of (b): 
and 
Now let ~p = r/2 - r/t and v = (or /2  - (o r / l -  Thus,  using the condition (iii) again, we have 
- v"(t) + m2v(t)  - N[Kv]  (t) 
>/m2~(t) - N [K~]  (t) +f( t ,  ~(t),  [K~b] (t)) >~ 0 
v(a) = O, v(b) = O. 
Therefore, v ~> 0 on I and then (or h ~< (or/z. 
As a consequence of (a) and (b), we can assure that {an } is nondecreasing and {fin } is nonincreas- 
ing. Moreover, 
~o=~<~1~< .-- <~,~</3n~< ... ~</3o=/3, Vns~.  
Thus there exist limn-.~ un(t) = p(t)  and lim,-~o~/3,(t) = ~(t) for each t s I .  
Next we prove that p and ~ are solutions of (3). For it, observe that each an is a solution of the 
problem 
- o(~'(t) = m:(o~n- ,(t)  - ~.(t)) - N( [K~n-1]  (t) - [K~. ]  (t)) 
+ f ( t ,  an - 1 (t), [Kern _ 1 ] (t)) = G. (t). (23) 
Now, since mint~io~(t) ~< ~,(t) ~< maxt~1f l ( t ) ,  V ts I ,  Vne N and k is a continuous function, we 
have that there exist two constants C1 and C2 such that [en(t)[ ~< C1 and [[Kan] (t)l ~< C2, 
independent of te I  and n ~ N. On the other hand, since f is continuous, there exists another 
constant Cy independent of n e N such that I f (t ,  en(t), [Koch] (t))[ ~< C:.  Therefore we obtain that 
IIGnll~ < 2(mZCl  + INIC2) + C:  = C*, 
independently of n ~ N. 
As a consequence, Lemma 3.2 implies that there exists a constant C = C(~, f l , f )  > 0 for which 
II~'nllo~ ~< C independently of ne ~. Thus {~n} is bounded in CI( I ) .  This fact and the monotone 
character of {~, } assure that {~. } converges uniformly to the function p. 
To prove that p is actually a solution of (3), we shall proceed in the following way: 
Since 0~n is a solution of the problem (22), it admits the following integral representation given by 
(18): 
en(t) = h(t) + Q( t , s )h(s )ds  + H( t , s )a  .... (s)ds. (24) 
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Taking limits when n tends to oo and using the uniform convergence of {a, }, we obtain that 
p satisfies 
P( t )=h( t )+f lQ( t , s )h (s )ds  
+ H(t, s){m2p(s) -- N[Kp]  (s) +f(s ,p(s) ,  [Kp]  (s))} ds, 
and therefore it is a solution for (3). 
Following the same arguments we can prove that the sequence {fin } converges to a solution 7 of 
(3). 
Finally, to prove that p and ~ are the extremal solutions of (3) on [a, fl], we shall first see that if 
u is any solution of (3) with a(t) ~< u (t) ~< fl (t), t ~ I, then 
an(t) <~ u(t) <<. fin(t) ~ a.+ l (t) <<. u(t) <~ fln+ l (t), 'v'neN. (25) 
Indeed, let v, = u - a. + 1. We have, by using (iii), that 
- v'~'(t) + m2v.(t) - N [Kv . ]  (t) 
= m2(u(t) - an(t)) - N [K(u  - an)] (t) +f( t ,u ( t ) ,  [Ku]  (t)) 
- f ( t ,  a. (t), [Ka.]  (t)) >~ 0 
and 
v.(a) = v.(b) = O. 
Theorem 2.3 implies that v. is nonnegative on I. In the same way, setting w, = fin+ 1 - u, we 
prove that w, is also nonnegative on I and therefore (25) is true. 
Now it is clear that a0 ~< u ~< flo. Then, using the expression (25), it is easy to prove by induction 
that an(t) ~< u(t) <~ fin(t) for every t~ I ,  ~/n~ N. Passing to the limit when n ~ oo, we obtain that 
p<~u<<.yon I .  [] 
Remark 3.4. The conclusions of this theorem are valid for k ~< 0 on J if we replace the condition 
(iii) by 
(iii)' There exist two constants m > 0, N < 0, M = m 2, such that 
f ( t ,u ,v)  - f ( t ,x ,y )  >i -- M(u - x) + N(v - y), whenever t s I ,  
a(t)~<x~<u~<fl(t)  and [K f l ] ( t )<~v<~y<~[Ka] ( t ) .  
4. Examples 
Now we shall illustrate the results with some examples: 
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Example 4.1. Consider the following fourth order problem: 
-- x (iv) (t) =f ( t ,x"  (t), x (t)), te I ,  
x(O) = x (T )  = 0, (26) 
x"(O) = x" (T )  = O, 
where 1 = [0, T] andfe  C(1 x ~2, ~). 
Setting x" (t) = u (t), we may formulate (26) in the following way: 
- u"(t) =f ( t ,u ( t ) ,  f~^ k(t,s)u(s)ds), te I ,  
dO 
(27) 
u(O) = u(T)  = O, 
where 
-~1 f(T - t)s: O <~ s <~ t <% T, 
k(t's) = l  ~(T s)t: O <<. t <~ s <~ T. (28) 
Moreover, k is continuous in J = I × I, k >~ 0 on J and ]] k[Ioo = T/4. Thus, this problem is in the 
frame of the problem (3) considered along the previous ection. 
Example 4.2. Now consider the following third order problem: 
x"' (t) + Mx"( t )  =f ( t ,x '  (t), x (t)), te l ,  
x(O) = x(T) ,  
x'(O) = x ' (T )  = -- Mx(O), 
where M # O, I = [0, T] andfe  C(I x •2, N). 
Set x' (t) + Mx (t) = u (t), and consider the following problem: 
x'  (t) + Mx( t )  = u(t), te l ,  
x(O) = x(T) .  
The solution of this problem is given by 
x(t) = k(t, s)u(s)as = [Ku]  (t), 
o 
where 
1 fe -  M(t- s): 0 <~ S ~< t ~< T, 
k(t, s) - 1 - e -MT [e-M(T +t-s): 0 -%< t < S -%< T. 
Therefore, (29) becomes 
u"(t) = g( t ,u ( t ) , [Ku]  (t)), te l ,  
u(O) = u(T)  = O, 
where g(t, u, v) = f ( t ,  u - My ,  v). 
(29) 
(30) 
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Remark 4.3. In this last example, the kernel k is a discontinuous function. Thus we propose two 
ways for solving this difficulty. The first one consists in considering the integral operator K divided 
into two terms: 
fl [Ku] (t) = kl(t,s)u(s)ds + k2(t,s)u(s)ds = [g lu]  (t) + [K2u] (t), 
0 
where K1 and K2 are integral operators of Fredholm and Volterra type respectively, and the 
kernels kl and k2 are defined by 
kx (t, s) = e - M(T + t - s)/( 1 __ e - Mr), 
k2  ( t ,  s )  = e - M~t - ~) 
Observe that k~ and k2 are continuous functions. 
As a consequence, we may consider (29) as an integro-differential equation of mixed type like 
u" (t) =f ( t ,  u (t), [K1 u] (t), [K2 u] (t)), where K1 is an integral operator of Fredholm type and K2 is 
of Volterra type, with continuous kernels. In this direction, see [7]. 
Another possibility consists in studying the equation 
u"( t )=f ( t ,u ( t ) ,  f~  k(t ,s)u(s)ds) 
when kEL: ( I ) ,  but it is discontinuous (see [7]). 
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